PROJECT OVERVIEW

“The world is running out of
computing power.” Satya Nadella, CEO Microsoft
Rewarding Gamers on a decentralized data processing network by harnessing the underutilized
capacity in gaming PC’s and rewarding participants for the use of their devices.

Introduction

The GAIMIN platform creates a decentralized data
processing supply network by harnessing powerful
Graphics Processing Units (GPUs) found in high
performance gaming devices. Participants allowing
their devices to be part of the GAIMIN network are
rewarded for their participation.

Opportunity

The world is running out of data processing power.
Data processing requirements are increasing
year on year, however localized and centralized
data processing centers do not currently meet
the growing demands. A decentralized approach,
creating an easily scalable data processing supply
network by connecting existing high performance
computation devices (gaming PCs) into a data
processing “supercomputer” helps solve this
problem.

Markets

The Digital Revolution is creating new markets every
day, each with its own ever increasing demand
for data processing. The GAIMIN platform already
provides services for monetizing blockchain
computations and soon for video rendering. The
GAIMIN platform design allows other applications,
including augmented reality, scientific computing
simulations, holographics, robotic process
automation, CGI and 3D modelling and PaaS and
IaaS services to be integrated into its monetization
services.

Solution
The gaming industry is a primary source of available
processing devices. Gamers build PC’s to maximize
their gaming experience, but only use their devices
for approximately 20% of the day. These devices
are Internet connected, have extremely powerful
and greatly underutilized GPUs (ideal for data
processing), and remain switched on for many hours
each day. GAIMIN harnesses these devices, creating a
decentralized data processing supply network capable
of performing a number of different processing tasks.
Gaimin pays out 90% of the revenue generated to
participants in the processing network, enabling
users to passively earn rewards equivalent to $100
per month (achieved in beta testing). Rewards are
converted into GAIMIN’s GMRX crypto token, providing
a tangible benefit to the active user.
Active users can spend their GMRX directly via the
GAIMIN platform’s marketplace on games, digital game
assets and NFTs, as well as buy, sell and rent digital
gaming assets through the GAIMIN community.

Summary

With just 1 million active users, and based on beta testing
results, GAIMIN's estimated annual revenue will be $120
million, creating a $1 billion company valuation.

Contact and Follow
For the latest information please follow us on Social Media Twitter, Instagram, Facebook, LinkedIn, YouTube
Website: https://gaimin.io/contact-us

